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The Best Fully Integrated Study System Available for Exam 70-640
With hundreds of practice questions and hands-on exercises, MCTS Configuring Windows Server 2008 Active Directory Study Guide covers what you need to know-and shows you how to prepare-for this challenging exam. 

	
    100% complete coverage of all official objectives for exam 70-640

    
	
    Exam Readiness Checklist at the front of the book--youAnd#39;re ready for the exam when all objectives on the list are checked off

    
	
    Two-Minute Drills for quick review at the end of every chapter

    
	
    Simulated exam questions match the format, tone, topics, and difficulty of the real exam

    


Covers all the exam topics, including:

Directory Services Andmiddot; DNS Andmiddot; AD DS Forest and Domain Structure Andmiddot; Global Catalog Servers Andmiddot; Flexible Single Master Operation Roles Andmiddot; AD DS Site Topology Andmiddot; Organizational Units and Delegation Andmiddot; Replication Andmiddot; Troubleshooting, Backup, and Recovery Andmiddot; Groups and User Accounts Andmiddot; User Authentication Andmiddot; Group Policy Andmiddot; AD Certificate Services Andmiddot; AD Federated Services Andmiddot; AD Lightweight Directory Service Andmiddot; AD Rights Management Service

CD-ROM includes:

	
    Complete MasterExam practice testing engine, featuring: one full practice exam; detailed answers with explanations; and Score Report performance assessment tool

    
	
    MasterSim interactive task simulation software

    
	
    Electronic book for studying on the go

    


About the Author

Dennis Suhanovs, CISSP, MCSE:Messaging 2003, CompTIA Security+, CCNA, CCDA, is the owner and principal consultant at Flexecom, an IT consulting shop focused on Microsoft infrastructure and development.
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Linux in a Windows WorldO'Reilly, 2005
The latest in O'Reilly's line of bestselling Linux titles, Linux in a Windows World is an invaluable companion for any system administrator interested in integrating Linux into their Windows environment.  This book takes an in-depth look at exactly how Linux can be brought into an organization that's currently based...
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Excel Add-in Development in C/C++ : Applications in Finance (The Wiley Finance Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book is intended to provide the reader with a guide to the issues involved with
creating powerful and reliable add-ins for Excel. With years of use, many people build
up the experience and understanding needed to create custom functions for Excel in C
and C++. However, given the very limited books and resources available, this...
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PCs Just the Steps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
Computers have come a long way in just 20 years or so. They’re now at the heart of the way many people communicate, shop, and learn. They provide useful tools for tracking information, organizing finances, and being creative.

Whether you’re a young person just getting your first computer, or a senior who is finally getting...
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Microsoft Windows Scripting Self-Paced Learning GuideMicrosoft Press, 2004
Microsoft Windows Scripting Self-Paced  Learning Guide will equip you with the tools to automate setup, deployment,  and management of Microsoft Windows 2003 networks via the various scripting  interfaces contained with the product. In addition, it will provide you with an  understanding of a select...
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Configuring Symantec AntiVirus Corporate EditionSyngress Publishing, 2003
At some time in the last 15 years many of us blinked, and upon opening our eyes
we found the world on the verge of becoming one large network. Public and
private networks were interconnected both far and near, and now in your corner
of this interconnected puzzle, virus protection for the network has become
your...
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Oxide and Nitride Semiconductors: Processing, Properties, and Applications (Advances in Materials Research)Springer, 2009
This is a unique book devoted to the important class of both oxide and nitride semiconductors. It covers processing, properties and applications of ZnO and GaN. The aim of this book is to provide the fundamental and technological issues for both ZnO and GaN. Materials properties, bulk growth, thin and thick films growth, control of polarity and...
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